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How to change schlage deadbolt lock

Want to figure out how to program a Schlage deadbolt lock? If you are a new user of this brand’s deadbolt lock, it is important that you know how to program a Schlage door lock. Only by learning this will you be able to modify the device with your own desired settings. This will only take you a few minutes as long as you follow the instructions and
have the necessary items. You don’t have to call for professional help to program Schlage lock. What You Need Before you program Schlage deadbolt, there is one thing that you need to prepare beforehand. It is easy to find, and would only take a few minutes to locate. Programming Code If it’s a new Schlage deadbolt lock, you need to locate its
programming code. You may find it in front of the user manual, on the stickers of the lock, and at the keypad assembly’s rear end. You must take note of it before proceeding to Schlage keypad programming. If it’s previously owned, you need to acquire the current programming code from the former user. If you cannot find the former user of the lock,
you can reset it to factory settings to restore the Programming Code’s default. Guide for Programming Schlage Lock Step 1: Changing programming code Look for your current programming code Whether you want to change, add or delete a user code, you will need to have your programming code first. A programming code is different from a user
code. It consists of six digits. A user code, on the other hand, can consist of four digits. If you are a new user of Schlage deadbolt locks, you can locate the programming code in the places we mentioned earlier. In case you changed the programming code and forgot it, you have to reset the lock to its factory setting. Key in your current programming
code Once you have located your programming code, enter it by punching the numbers on the lock Schlage keypad. If you entered the correct programming, an orange blinking light will flash thrice and you’ll hear three beeps. Push the Schlage button then press 3. The button will flash orange light thrice and beep. Before you enter your updated
programming code, you must write it down in case you forget it. After that, enter your new six-digit programming code. The Schlage button will flash an orange light and beep thrice. You have to re-enter your updated programming code. A green blinking light followed by a beep will indicate that you successfully changed your programming code. If a
red light flashes, it means that there was an error in programming. Do the procedure again in case this happens. You will use your new Schlage programming code in changing, adding, and deleting user codes. Step 2: Deleting user code Enter your programming code If you want to remove a user code for security purposes, you need to enter your
programming code. The button “Schlage” will flash an orange light and beep thrice. Once it ends, push this button then press 2. The button will again flash orange and beep thrice. Enter your current user code Now, enter your current four-digit code. The button will flash orange thrice followed by three beeps. After that, re-enter your current user
code. The Schlage button will flash a green light with a beep to signal that you have successfully erased the code. You can now add a User Code by following the next steps. Step 3: Adding Schlage smart lock change code Enter your programming code If you want to add User Codes to share with your family members and close friends, you have to
enter your updated programming code first. Then, wait for the Schlage button to flash an orange blinking light thrice and beep. After that, you can push this button again and proceed to the next step. To add a user code, you have to press 1 on the keypad then wait until the Schlage button flashes an orange light and beeps thrice. Now, you can enter
the updated User Code. Wait again for the orange light to flash and beep thrice. Re-enter your User Code. A green blinking light will flash to indicate that you have added a user code. Frequently Asked Questions 1. My lock unlocks without a code. What’s wrong with it? If this happens, it means that your lock is not correctly installed. Try to reposition
the cam of the lock. Make sure that it is perfectly placed and aligned. If the lock still does not work properly despite the reinstallation, you may contact the customer service of Schlage. 2. Is there a way that I can stop my lock from beeping? Fortunately, yes. You just need to key in the programming code of the lock and wait for the Schlage knob to
flash orange and beep thrice. Then, press “Schlage” again so the keypad flashes a blue light. Once finished, press 5 to turn off the beeping sound of the lock. However, you will still hear this sound when you are programming the lock. 3. What can I do if I forgot my programming code? You can reboot the lock and restore the Programming Code’s
default by disconnecting its battery. Push the button with the word “Schlage” then reattach the battery. Push the button again until its light turns green and beeps. You must do this procedure within ten seconds only. Conclusion Did you find our tutorial on how to program a Schlage deadbolt lock helpful? You can only maximize the security of your
schlage deadbolt lock if you know how to program it. Learning the steps is also useful in the future, especially if you want to limit the access to your Schlage deadbolt lock. Do you have friends who also want to program their Schlage deadbolt locks but don’t know how? You can share this post with them. We also want to know your experiences in
following the tutorial. Just leave a comment below. Medeco locks are high security locks with mechanical and keyed options. Types of locks include cylinders, deadbolts, knobs and levers, padlocks and handlesets. Some products are patented. Read on to see what makes these locks and Medeco Lock Company stand out.About Medeco LocksMedeco
has been around for years, and has earned a name in the lock and key business world. It was founded in 1968, and has been a leader in locks and locking systems for decades. The company supplies locks to retail businesses, wholesale businesses, governments, banking institutions, schools and hospitals. The locks are made in Virginia and distributed
around the world. The company is part of the ASSA ABLOY Group, which is a world leader in the manufacturing and supplying of locks.Innovative TechnologyInnovative technology ensures the utmost in security. This is especially evident in the banking industry, where keys are programmed to only fit certain locks within a specific period of time.
Medeco XT locks are a specific type of lock that can track where and when the locks are accessed. A report is generated to document authorized and unauthorized activity. Features of these specialized locks can include PIN authorization, customizable alerts, time delays for safes and preset expirations upon access.Parking and TransitParking meters
are used in parking lots in downtown areas, as well as at sporting events, performance arenas and college campuses. Monitoring the pay system of these meters is important. Medico’s Nexcon tools secure the revenue made with parking meters. The keys are programmed to work on certain locks at designated times. Components of the system include
electronic locks, programmable keys and lock management software with no hard wiring.Health CareSecure locking systems are crucial in hospitals, retirement homes, medical offices and pharmacies to protect patients, residents, equipment, labs and medicines. These locking systems have efficient software to generate reports based on lock usage.
System audits monitor access and attempts. There is a remote programming feature and Bluetooth options for smartphones. These aim to prevent security vulnerability within medical facilities.Other Uses and DetailsMedeco locking systems and intelligent keys work for schools and colleges, too. They keep records secure and monitor who enters
buildings. Key controls prevent unauthorized service centers from duplicating keys. The locks are carefully constructed to resist physical damage, like prying and sawing. They are also designed to withstand someone picking or drilling the lock. A secure locking system can save a company money by preventing theft and losses in the commercial
industry. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Installing a deadbolt lock is essential to protecting your home. For added security, take the time to learn how to install a deadbolt lock on every exterior door. Doorknob locks offer little resistance to a determined burglar (and what other kind of burglar is there?). Deadbolt locks extend through
the doorframe and into the wall stud making them resistant to forced entry. Deadbolt locks are inexpensive, and most come with a cardboard template that shows where to drill the cylinder and latchbolt holes.Install the deadbolt lock about 44 inches above the bottom of the door. You’ll have to adjust the position a bit if you have a combination storm
door so as not to interfere with the storm doorknob or lock. Use masking tape to affix the template at the proper position. Use a sharp point to mark the centers of the two hole positions for the lock cylinder (through the face of the door) and the latchbolt (into the edge of the door). Some kits include a hole saw that attaches to a standard drill. Align
the center pilot bit of the saw with the marked point of the face of the door and drill through. Use a 1-inch spade bit attached to your drill to cut a perfectly round hole into the wood. Use a sharp 1-inch chisel and a hammer to cut a recess that is 1/8 inch deep. Remove any wood chips with the chisel blade until the faceplate is flush. Hold the faceplate
in place and use it as a template for installing the two mounting screws. Spray a thin coating of lubricant to all the moving parts of the lock. Place the latchbolt in its hole and insert the keyed portion of the lock so that the tailpiece extends through the hole in the latchbolt. From the inside of the door, adjust the inside cylinder to line up the screw
holes with the exterior portion of the lock. Use the two retaining screws to hold the lock in place. Use a pencil to mark the spot on the doorjamb where the latchbolt meets the jamb. Use the strike plate as a template and then trace and cut a mortise on the doorjamb with a sharp chisel. Use a spade bit to bore a hole in the center of the strike plate
mortise for the latchbolt to enter. Install the strike plate using the screws provided. Shut the door and test the fit by operating the deadbolt lock. If necessary, loosen the screws and adjust the lock until the latchbolt passes easily into its hole.
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